


MASSAGE mon - thurs | fri - sun
BACK, NECK & SHOULDER  
25 minutes $100 | 105
Focuses on the three areas where most stress and tension are held.

REFLEXOLOGY  
25 minutes (feet only) $100 | 105 
50 minutes $165 | 170
Experience the art of Asian therapy by focusing the treatment in your reflex zones that are located in your 
hands, head, face and most especially, your feet. Pressure is applied to these reflex points to help with the over-
all wellbeing of your body.

SWEDISH  
50 minutes $155 | 160 
80 minutes $225 | 230
This classic massage has a light to medium pressure and is designed to relax the body. A good choice 
for those who want to ease minor muscle tension or if you want to just drift away and unwind.

PEACEFUL PREGNANCY  
50 minutes $155 | 160
Mothers-to-be are restored to optimum wellness. An intuitive and relaxing massage hydrates skin that is expand-
ing to accommodate a growing baby.

ESMERALDA SIGNATURE MASSAGE  
50 minutes $170 | 175 
80 minutes $240 | 245
The perfect massage to target tension and relax the muscles. Our experienced therapists may use a variety of 
techniques to help alleviate stress and ease aching muscles with this light to medium pressure massage.

AROMA STONE THERAPY  
50 minutes $170 | 175 
80 minutes $240 | 245
Warm basalt stones melt away tension. Therapeutic heat is slowly released into the belly of the muscle for a 
completely new body experience. Small stones are placed on key energy points, whilst luxuriously warmed oils 
are massaged deeply into the body for maximum relaxation.

THAIYURVEDA  
80 minutes $240 | 245
This massage treatment from the heart of Asia treats the body holistically by addressing the Mind, 
Heart, Body and Energy. A therapeutic application of herbal compresses relaxes stiff muscles and joints. 
You will feel both intensely relaxed and energized in this restorative treatment.

THERAPEUTIC  
50 minutes $180 | 185 
80 minutes $245 | 250
Focusing on specific areas, our therapeutic massage uses deep pressure and a variety of targeted 
techniques to promote the recovery of injured and strained muscles.

COUPLES MASSAGE  
50 minutes $325 | 335 
80 minutes $465 | 475
Experience a relaxing Swedish massage side by side in our luxurious spa suite. 
Make it a deluxe couples massage with aromatherapy oil, champagne and chocolates for $30 more.

*Massage type can be upgraded for an additional fee.



FACIAL mon - thurs | fri - sun

ELEMIS BIOTEC TECHNOLOGY 
A FUSION OF PRO-FORMULAS, 
TOUCH AND TECHNOLOGY

CUSTOMIZED BIOTEC FACIAL  
50 minutes $180 | 185 
80 minutes $210 | 215
The ultimate facial to help maintain a youthful, age-less appearance.

DEEP CLEANSING  
50 minutes $155 | 160
A deep cleansing and purifying treatment customized for your skincare needs. Includes a gentle 
exfoliation peel to reveal fresh, vibrant skin, a lifting massage, treatment masque and botanical 
extracts to rejuvenate and nourish the skin.

CORRECTING  
50 minutes $175 | 180
A customized facial to address skin conditions such as oily, sensitive and premature aging. 
This facial incorporates an exfoliation of the face, neck and decollate. It also stimulates your natural 
collagen and enhances the skin’s elasticity.

PRO-COLLAGEN AGE DEFY  
50 minutes $175 | 180
Tackle fine lines and wrinkles with the clinically proven age-defying benefits of marine charged 
Padina Pavonica Red Coral. Targeted massage encourages optimum cellular function 
for nourished, younger looking skin.

RESTORE & REVIVE  
50 minutes $180 | 185
Our most holistic facial delivering nutrients that purify, refresh and quench the skin. This customized 
anti- aging treatment incorporates a NuFace treatment using micro-current or red light therapy 
with facial consultation. This facial will restore radiance and revive the skin.



WAXING
Lip $20 | 25
Brow $25 | 30
Bikini (conservative) $50 | 55
Additional waxing services are available upon request. 
Time and cost of waxing may vary based on coarseness and/or thickness of hair.

BODY mon - thurs | fri - sun
LAVENDER DREAMS  
80 minutes $240 | 245
We begin by exfoliating the body with a custom blend of organic lavender oils and natural minerals. 
Nourish and relax inside a warm cocoon after lavender spray is massaged into the body. A soothing scalp 
massage with heated lavender oil perfects this tranquil treatment.

ORGANIC MUD PURIFICATION  
80 minutes $240 | 245
A pure organic mud wrap, detoxifying mineral rich bath and specialized massage soothe sore muscles 
and enrich the body with nutrients. This deeply relaxing and detoxifying wrap draws out impurities and 
stimulates circulation and is ideal for relieving stress.

CELLUTOX AROMA SPA OCEAN WRAP  
80 minutes $240 | 245
Detoxify and kick-start your body, let thoughts drift away, whilst being cocooned in a comforting foil wrap 
and treated to a pressure point facial massage and de-stress scalp treatment. Combining the richness 
of sea plants and Marine Algae, this therapy helps reduce the appearance of cellulite and relieve the 
discomfort of fluid retention. The body is re-energized and skin is left silky soft and smooth.

SEASONAL BODY SCRUB  
50 minutes $180 | 185
Our seasonal body scrub is the perfect treatment to restore that dull, dry skin to a beautiful glowing, youthful 
and hydrated state.

HYDROTHERAPY
WELLNESS MINERAL SOAK  
25 minutes $75 | 80
Our mineral wellness soak combined with powerful essential oils help to alleviate pain and promote 
wellbeing. Bath includes champagne, chocolates and travel size lotion.

SPA INTENTIONS
DESERT RETREAT  
100 minutes $275 | 280
The ideal package to relax, restore and revive! Our Swedish massage and Deep Cleansing facial.

ULTIMATE SPA JOURNEY
Pick 3 or more 50 or 80 minute treatments from our a la carte menu and receive a 15% discount.

*Packages cannot be split among guests and must be completed in the same day.



 

 

 

ABOUT THE SPA
GRATUITIES
For your convenience a 20 percent service charge will be added at check-in and distributed to the 
appropriate staff. Additional gratuities are a matter of personal discretion.

SPA CHECK-IN
Please arrive 25 minutes prior to your appointment to begin the relaxation experience. 
Enjoy our Aromatherapy Steam Room, Relaxation Lounge and Spa Garden Jacuzzi.

AGE REQUIREMENT
Spa services are available to guests 18 years and older. Salon and Nail services are available to 
guests under 18.

CANCELLATION
Treatments are reserved especially for you. Please provide a 24-Hour cancellation notice to avoid full 
treatment cancellation charge.

SPA ETIQUETTE
To preserve the tranquility of the spa environment, please refrain from use of cell phones. Consumption 
of alcohol is not recommended before or after a treatment. Smoking is not allowed in the Spa or 
Spa Garden area.

DAY PASS
Daily Esmeralda Spa passes are offered to resort guests for $30.

SPA GARDEN
Experience your spa treatment in one of our beautifully appointed outdoor cabanas and enjoy the warm 
desert sun and the soothing sound of cascading water.*Weather permitting *Not available for all services, 
check for your desired treatment.

A dedicated Group Sales Department is available to customize packages 
for groups of all sizes and for all occasions. For more information call: 760.836.1285.

Prices subject to change without notice.

RENAISSANCE INDIAN WELLS RESORT & SPA 
44-400 Indian Wells Lane 
Indian Wells, CA 92210-8708 
T: 760.836.1265 | F: 760.836.1295 
www.spaesmeralda.com


